Abstract: This paper discusses the development of a distributed asynchronous atomic action scheme for Ada 95. The scheme makes use of many unique Ada 95 features including protected objects, asynchronous transfer of control and the Distributed Systems Annex. We present the packages which implement the local and global action support and illustrate their use in a (partial) implementation of the FZI Production Cell problem. We also discuss a number of variations on the model and how these might be included. Finally, we discuss how the distribution model used in Ada 95 has influenced our design.
Introduction
Atomic actions (or conversations) are a well-known technique intended for structuring complex concurrent systems in which several activities (e.g. processes, threads, active objects) co-operate and for providing their fault tolerance [Randell, 1975; Campbell and Randell, 1986; Lee and Anderson, 1990] . These activities (the action participants) enter the action and co-operate within its scope in such a way that no information flow can cross the action border whilst the action is in progress. Participants may enter an action either asynchronously or synchronously, however, they leave the action synchronously after all have participated in agreement on the action outcome. If the result is that the action has failed then it is aborted and any effects undone, so that to an outside observer it is as if the action had not taken place.
Using atomic actions for structuring the dynamic aspects simplifies the system design by hiding complexity inside actions, by system layering (action nesting) and by providing the unified way of tolerating faults (fault tolerance features are attached to actions). Moreover, atomic actions facilitate reasoning about the system, proving its correctness, introducing parallelism into system execution, and ensuring the correct access to the shared data [Jalote and Campbell, 1985; Lomet, 1977] .
Although it is clear that language support for atomic actions is vital for reducing the scope for error, it is unlikely that a production-quality language with atomic actions will become available and be widely used. Hence, our intention is to offer a practical solution that can be applied to existing languages and systems, in this case Ada 95 [Intermetrics, 1995] , without any changes to the language or run-time system.
The work presented in this paper builds on the atomic action schemes that we have previously developed for non-distributed applications [Wellings and Burns, 1997; . Section 2 discusses the desirable properties of atomic actions and the requirements of our scheme along with a review of related work. Section 3 focuses on distribution and synchronisation in Ada 95. Section 4 describes the general structure of our distributed scheme and Section 5 presents an Ada 95 implementation along with more specific details. Section 6 gives an example based on a control application for an industrial production cell that shows how the support for distributed atomic actions can be used in practice.
Our research has been conducted as part of the Design for Validation (DeVa) project [DeVa, 1995] . The main aims of this project are to develop structuring techniques which reduce the complexity of the systems and to explore means of structuring complex systems while maintaining an appropriate separation of concerns between application and system, and between different system layers.
Distributed Atomic Actions

Properties
The properties of atomic actions can be summarised as follows:
• Each action has a start, end and side boundary. Entry to an action can be either synchronous (with all other participants) or asynchronous with respect to other participants.
• Atomic actions form indivisible units of the system execution with all-or-nothing semantics. Exit from an action is always synchronous with respect to all participants.
• No information can smuggle through the action boundary (e.g. messages cannot cross the boundary, participants cannot access the data outside the action, etc.), • Mechanisms for tolerating software design faults are attached to the actions,
• Atomic actions can be nested as long as they do not overlap with other actions. Rules for the proper nesting are simple: the sibling actions cannot overlap; if a process takes part in a nested action, it has to take part in the parent action; the action can be terminated only if all of its nested actions have also terminated.
The most important characteristic of an atomic action is fault tolerance. Since all aspects of providing fault tolerance are associated with actions, the use of fault tolerance features becomes part of the system design that allows a unified, systematic policy to be imposed on providing application fault tolerance.
Atomic actions can use either forward error recovery (FER) or backward error recover (BER) schemes or a combination of them. A BER scheme will attempt to roll the action back to its start at which it was known (or is assumed) that the program was correct and a checkpoint had been made. The module that caused the error may then be repeated, or alternatively a different module with similar functionality invoked. A FER scheme will attempt to move the action to a correct state by resolving the error condition and then continue execution without reinvoking the erroneous module.
Traditionally, FER is applied in the form of exception handling in which case the action body is the exception context in which exceptions can be declared. Exception handlers are associated with each action participant and exception resolution is used to resolve several exceptions raised concurrently. If an exception has been raised in a participant, all participants have to take part in the recovery, and the handlers for the same exception have to be called in all of them. These handlers co-operate to recover the action. Thus participants can leave the action in three modes. First is the normal mode where no exceptions have been raised and the action successfully completes. Secondly, if an exception had been raised, and the called handlers have recovered the action. Thirdly, a participant can signal a failure exception to the containing action if an exception has been raised and it has been found that there are no appropriate handlers or that recovery is not possible. In the latter case, the atomicity property requires that all changes made during the action execution be reversed.
A mechanism for exception resolution is the essential part of concurrent exception handling since several independent exceptions can be raised at the same time, or several errors detected which are the symptoms of a different, more serious fault. Campbell and Randell [1986] offered a solution that relies on using a resolution procedure: this resolves all concurrent exceptions and works out the generalised exception handlers that will be called in all action participants. The concept of the exception tree [Campbell and Randell, 1986 ] is more appropriate than exception priorities for resolving these exceptions. This tree includes all action exceptions and imposes a partial order on them in such a way that a higher exception has a handler capable of handling any lower level exception. For distributed systems, there are many reasons why the resolution is important [Campbell and Randell, 1986; . For example, it is impossible to interrupt all participants immediately after one of them has raised an exception, the latent period of an error is not negligible, so, that erroneous information can spread; there can be a correlation between errors, etc. This FER recovery is application-dependant, which is why it can be made cheap and fast.
Given that atomic actions are used for software design fault-tolerance, we will not address issues concerned with tolerating hardware failures. We assume that all these problems are resolved transparently by the underlying levels. Tolerating these faults is a well-researched area and approaches can be chosen which suit best to each particular system. Jalote and Campbell [1986] present an atomic action scheme based on CSP. To guarantee a synchronous action exit together with exception resolution, it is proposed to connect statically all action participants in a virtual chain and to synchronise them via rendezvous through this chain when they reach the end of the action (and, in particular, when exceptions are raised). This allows each process to receive the information about the exception from the 'left neighbour' process, to partially resolve the exception and to transmit the resolution result to the 'right neighbour' process. At the second step of this chaining algorithm, the last 'marked' process in the chain finally resolves the exception and transmits the result to the 'left neighbour' process. This wave goes back to the left along the chain, and each process calls the appropriate handler for the same exception. We believe that though this scheme suggests a very interesting approach, it cannot be directly applied in practice, primarily because CSP is an experimental language. Moreover, the authors had to extend CSP by time-outs and exceptions. Another drawback is that the scheme requires all participants to enter the action synchronously. One more concern is that distribution is hidden by CSP (this language has not got features for distributed programming), so this scheme cannot be treated, form our point of view, as a distributed scheme. A very important drawback of the scheme is that connecting processes in a chain requires that processes enter the action in the order in which they are going to participate.
Related Work -Distributed Atomic Actions
An alternative scheme was also proposed by . This eliminates the process ordering and uses a central 'marked' process through the use of multicast. When processes enter and leave the action (synchronously), they multicast entry and exit messages to all other participants. The participants enter the action synchronously. This scheme is the first decentralised distributed scheme that uses BER. It is not language-oriented and each process has to know the complete list of participants of all actions in which it is going to participate.
Another scheme [Yang and Kim, 1992] presents an implementation of distributed conversations. This is a decentralised scheme that is intended for general message-passing systems. It does not use any language support (the solution is presented on the algorithmic level, so it can be mapped into a re-usable library) and therefore can be rather error prone. However, the scheme has a general applicability.
A Distributed Real-Time Conversation (DRC) scheme has been proposed in [Kim and Bacellar, 1997] . Diversely designed processes (each of them has two alternates) execute a DRC by executing two interacting sessions in parallel. The primary session is formed by the primary alternates of all processes, the secondary session is formed by their secondary alternates. The paper gives a description of all protocols (entry, exit, etc.). The scheme is centralised (though distributed): each session has a leader (one of the participants) which coordinates the others in the session. The two leaders co-operate; for example, they exchange the results of checking the acceptance tests. If the primary session fails the acceptance test, then the results of the secondary session are used. All conversation participants are known statically. All process alternates (primary and secondary, for all processes) are located in different nodes. Recovery points are set for all participants of each session. There is no linguistic framework and this scheme is not oriented on existing languages -the authors do not present any code, only brief description of the algorithms. Finally, DRCs are a masking scheme and do not use FER nor are they intended as a concept for designing complex cooperating systems.
In ] the authors present a distributed decentralised protocol for synchronising the action participants on the action exit and resolving multiple concurrent exceptions. The scheme uses message passing system and is not oriented to any specific language.
The above review reflects many of the general concerns with distributed systems in the attempting to minimise centralisation in order to fully exploit the possibilities of parallel execution. They also show that language support is vital for the reduction of error. Whilst, in general, making distribution completely transparent could be seen as a desirable goal (in that one is hiding complexity) this is not the case with real-time. In addition, one simply cannot escape the fact the distributed communication is less efficient (more time is spent communicating and therefore not actively contributing to the production of results) and less reliable than non-distributed communication. These overheads must be factored into any realtime analysis. This can be harder (or even forgotten) if distribution is hidden.
Requirements
Given the above brief literature review, we generate the following requirements for a distributed atomic action scheme:
1: It must be implementable in a standard language.
2:
The action state should be de-centralised and action control must be distributed across participants in the action.
3:
The action control should consist of re-usable components.
4:
The scheme must be simple to use by application programmers. This will require that application and action support code be separate.
5:
Inter-node messaging and synchronisation must be kept to a minimum for efficiency. No distribution support should be required (e.g. special ordering protocols, message broadcast, etc.) other than point-to-point message passing.
6:
Both synchronous and asynchronous entry to the action must be supported and exit must always be synchronous to allow for agreement on outcome.
Non-Distributed Atomic Action Schemes in Ada 95
Previous work [Campbell and Randell, 1986; Lee and Anderson, 1990; Jalote and Campbell, 1985; Lomet, 1977; Kim, 1982] has shown that atomic actions are an effective mechanism for structuring of complex systems and for the inclusion of fault-tolerant mechanisms. In previous papers [Wellings and Burns, 1997; , we have described the implementation of asynchronous and synchronous atomic action schemes in Ada 95. The schemes made extensive use of a variety of features introduced in that version of the language, for example asynchronous transfer of control and protected objects.
There are two ways of involving participants in an action recovery. An asynchronous scheme allows for the participants in an action to be interrupted at any point during their execution, to then be informed of an exception occurrence and finally to enter the error recovery phase. In contrast, a synchronous scheme involves all participants completing their execution (in either an error or normal state) and then entering into a process of exception resolution to determine the final outcome of the action -be it aborted or committed. An asynchronous scheme eliminates the wasted time imposed in a synchronous scheme (i.e. the delay for all participants to finish even if one has 'failed' and raised an exception) and allows recovery when failure results in an infinite loop but at the expense of more complex error recovery and exception resolution. For example, within a synchronous scheme there is no requirement to program explicitly the termination of nested actions since they will either have completed successfully or had any errors recovered by the action's handlers. Apart from more complex error recovery procedures, the principle detraction of asynchronous schemes is that they require use of language features that are uncommon or are implemented in an inefficient manner, e.g. asynchronous transfer of control (ATC) in Ada 95 [Burns and Wellings, 1995] . Both asynchronous and synchronous schemes have advantages and disadvantages and, therefore, which is chosen is very much dependent on the application. Note that the type of scheme should not be confused with the action entry protocol that can also be synchronous or asynchronous.
Within the scope of this paper we do not have space to present details of the implementation of non-distributed asynchronous and synchronous schemes in Ada 95 -for complete details please refer to [Wellings and Burns, 1997; .
Distribution and Synchronisation in Ada 95
This section introduces issues related to the distribution of programs in Ada 95 [Intermetrics, 1995; Burns and Wellings, 1995] . There is insufficient room to give full details of all of the features of distributed Ada 95 and so will restrict discussion to those we consider to be pertinent.
Ada 95 is the first standard 'mainstream' language that has features for concurrent distributed object-oriented programming. However, in Ada 95 the special requirements of a distributed system mean that one cannot automatically distribute an arbitrary program. Instead programs must be split into multiple active or passive partitions which then form the unit of distribution. Each node in the system can have multiple partitions assigned to it and communication between partitions is performed via remote procedure calls (RPCs). Consequently, an atomic action must first be split into partitions to enable it to be subsequently distributed across nodes in the system.
Ada 95 does not allow a task in one partition to call a protected object or initiate an asynchronous transfer of control in another partition. Any atomic action implementation will make heavy use of these facilities ans so to overcome this limitation we will use a package with an RPC interface to make the call and so act as a proxy. A declaration specifying that a package has a Remote_Call_Interface is an example of a categorisation which when applied to a package results in the body existing in only one partition and all other partitions which reference it including RPC stubs.
Within a distributed Ada program, each library unit (e.g. a package) in a partition is considered to be distinct unit. However, this behaviour leads to incorrect behaviour for packages that declare common types since instances of shared types are not then interchangeable between partitions. This is avoided if a package is categorised as a Remote_Types (or Pure) package that then causes it to behave as a single unit throughout the distributed program. Types that are not declared in such packages cannot be transmitted across the network. An Exception_ID is an example of one type whose value should always be treated in a local context. However, for forward error recovery we need to pass exceptions between distributed partitions within the atomic action. We overcome this problem through the use of an enumerated type declaring exception names held within a pure package and are thus guaranteed to be the same for all users of the package. Subsequently, during exception resolution the action participants can use the enumerated type to resolve the covering exception.
Other Ada 95 Features Used in the Model
The principal mechanism for synchronisation in Ada 95 that we will use is the protected object -a mechanism by which guards can be attached to entry points in an 'object'. Calls to the entry points are only permitted to execute when the guard evaluates to true and the synchronisation rule for the entry type (e.g. mutual exclusion) holds true. Protected objects are a new feature of Ada 95 and are a more lightweight entity than the nearest equivalent mechanism in Ada 83, which was based on tasks.
Since we will be using an asynchronous scheme, we will use the Ada notion of asynchronous transfer of control which permits a code block to be aborted when an event occurs. Again, this is a more light-weight entity than the equivalent Ada 83 construct which required a pair of tasks with one executing, and one monitoring the abort-triggering event and stopping the first task as required.
The Structure of Distributed Atomic Actions
This section presents our model of distributed atomic actions. Concerns for modularity and reusability dictate that each atomic action should be encapsulated in one or more packages.
Tasks that wish to participate in the action call appropriate procedures for the role they intend to perform. This way, all the code associated with the action is in one place and not split between the various tasks. This system structure is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Furthermore, to obtain maximum reusability, the code for the atomic action should maintain a separation between application code (the functionality of the action) and system code (the synchronisation of the action). The system code should also be reusable between different actions. When developing a distributed version of the model, one needs to consider what changes are necessary to support distribution. Ideally we would like to be able to take an arbitrary nondistributed system composed of actions and simply run (or possibly recompile for) on a distributed system. With current systems this is impossible 1 and, because of the special requirements of a distributed system, this is unlikely to change in the immediate future. Perhaps the most significant change is that communication over a network link is more restrictive than intra-process calls within a partition and it is more difficult to provide complete encapsulation (and so avoid problems associated with information smuggling). Additionally, further changes to the action model are required since events can now occur in a true concurrent fashion -for example, exceptions can be raised concurrently and must be resolved by all participants before the action can complete.
A design requirement of our scheme is that it should minimise (or preferable, eliminate) the state held within any centralised component (to avoid performance bottlenecks) and to minimise the additional synchronisation and information exchange among nodes. Due to the lack of suitable atomic multicast facilities within our target language, we opt to use a minimal centralised controller with as much control of the action distributed as is possible -each node has a local controller responsible for performing the action and co-ordinating any error recovery. The resultant system structure is illustrated in Figure 2 .
The global controller is used simply for action-wide synchronisation and for exception resolution. Given the lack of multicast facility we have attempted to find a balance which allows as much decentralisation as possible whilst keeping the action control simple and inexpensive. Figure 2 shows the global controller in a separate partition -it could, of course, be located on the same node as a participant. Each participant must communicate only with the local controller and encapsulating the global controller's identity in the local controller will enforce this requirement. The local controller is responsible for initiating the action, initiating the work required by the participant and controlling error recovery. The local controller must be a reusable component that is common to all participants and requires no user specialisation. A local controller is necessary since the global controller cannot directly control the activity in the participant's partitions.
Finally, there are many reasons for true concurrent exceptions being raised in distributed systems and therefore there is a requirement for some form of the action-wide exception resolution. Exception resolution must be programmed as a part of an extended exit protocol because some participants may be waiting to perform the synchronous exit when the resolution starts. Since a centralised controller is to be used then it is its responsibility to synchronise participants and to resolve concurrent exceptions (this is similar to the way in which the action manager works for the single-computer schemes). The resolution algorithm must have several distinct stages: it must start when a participant detects an error and raises an exception, afterwards all participants must be interrupted (and stop their work as an asynchronous scheme is used).
A participant can be interrupted before it informs the action controller about its exception, so, it is important not to lose this exception. Therefore after all participants have been interrupted, they must assess their own damage (in particular, to discover any exceptions which may have been lost) and to inform the controller about their exceptions. The resolution tree will be kept in the global action controller node (this is not essential -an alternative is that each of the participants may have its copy - ), so, that it can resolve all exceptions received after the damage assessment stage.
The next section discusses the implementation of the scheme in Ada 95 and considers how the above requirements are implemented in practice.
Ada 9Implementation
In this section we will describe the Ada 95 implementation of the general model described earlier where each node in the system is implemented as an Ada partition. Our discussions above show that a complete re-design from our previous single computer schemes is required because of both the peculiarities of programming distributed Ada systems and the important general conceptual points that must be taken into account for a distributed scheme.
First, we will discuss the support offered in terms of the local controller used by each participant and then proceed to examine the roles of an action participant and the global controller.
The Local Controller
The non-distributed approach taken in our earlier work, which encapsulated the entire action in a single package with the interface procedure representing the participants, cannot be applied here and we therefore have to package the actions in a different way. Within our revised approach, the action participants are located in different partitions and are packaged as Ada procedures. The local controller described here is responsible for co-operation with the global controller, interruption of the task if another participant raises an exception, passing to the global controller all relevant information about the participant state, etc. The instantiation of this generic package takes four parameters, and is used as follows:
1. Procedure Work encapsulates the application code of the action participant (line 28). If this procedure raises an exception it must be locally cached before control is returned to the local controller to prevent the potential requirement for exception Ids to be transmitted over the network.
2. Procedure Error_Resolver transforms the ID of the exception raised (cached when raised) into a value of type Common_Exception_ID (line 35).
4. Procedure Assess_Damage is used (line 11) to assess local damage after the controller has interrupted the participant.
Procedure
Fix_Damage is called by the local controller to perform-participant specific damage repair after the exception resolution phase (line 18). On entry, the procedure calls the global action controller (line 5) to register that the client has started the action. It passes a reference to the procedure to call to abort the action. Next, the asynchronous select statement at lines 7-43 is executed and the call to the triggering event (the local protected object, Local_Guard) made. Assuming the action has not already been aborted, this entry call will block and the 'then abort' section will commence execution. If the action is aborted, the global controller will call the procedure passed to it at line 5 which will free the guard that Local_Guard.Wait_Abort is blocked upon. At that point, the block of code at lines 27-42 will be aborted and execution will recommence at line 9.
Assuming the action is not aborted, the abortable section of the Ada asynchronous select statement first executes Work and then, assuming no exceptions are raised, invokes Client_Done which blocks until all participants have completed successfully. If an exception is raised, it is first resolved to a common type (line 35) and the global controller signalled that and exception has occurred (line 40). The global controller will then call the procedure referenced in line 5 that releases the blocked entry and cause the section at lines 9-25 to be executed. This section of the code is responsible for local damage assessment (in case we were about to raise an exception but were aborted first) and enters the synchronous exception resolution phase (line 12). The global controller calculates a covering exception that is returned to the local controller. An attempt is then made to fix the local damage (line 17) and the result passed back to the global controller. If all participants performed the clean up successfully then the action is committed otherwise it is aborted.
The Action Participant
An example of how the generic package must be used in each action participant is shown in the following package definition. Each participant must instantiate package Client (line 6) with the application-dependent procedures Work, Error_Resolver, Assess_Damage and The procedure Perform (renamed from Client.Perform_Action at line 8) is called by a task to enter the action. The exception is saved locally (line 16) as we cannot pass an exception ID to the Client package. This is because both Work and Error_Handler need to be in the specification (as they are generic parameters) but Ada 95 does not permit Exception_IDs to be used in a package specification categorised as The above descriptions have made a number of references to the global controller. This is explained in the following section.
The Global Controller
We have a local controller for each participant and a general action controller to execute protocols on the supporting actions. The general controller is located in a separate partition. We need both local and global controllers because there are some functions which cannot be executed remotely (e.g. interrupting the task by ATC) and some functions which can be executed locally without involving the centralised controller (which is better for the support, because the more decentralisation we allow the better). The global controller co-ordinates and synchronises all participants and resolves multiple concurrent exceptions. The service procedures, lines 8-12, are stubs that call a protected object that is internal to the package. We must use stub procedures since entries cannot be invoked over the network but must also use the protected object to get the required synchronisation. The operation of the other procedures has already been described in earlier sections so is not repeated here.
There is also a task embedded within the controller that controls action reset and the abort of action participants through the invocation of each abort procedure that was passed into Client_Start should an exception be raised by a client.
The Global Action Controller must be initialised before any participant can enter the action (afterwards it can be used many times for controlling different instances of this action). This is to be done by remote call of procedure Initialise (lines 5-6 in the specification above). This procedure sets the maximum number of action participants and informs the controller whether to use a synchronous or asynchronous entry protocol. Note, that in our implementation any participant can enter the action only after the action has been initialised (if it attempts to do otherwise, the client will block in a barrier condition inside the global controller).
The exception resolution consists of two, synchronous, phases: Start_Resolution and Global_Vote. The first of these reduces any exceptions raised in clients to a global, covering exception. The second co-ordinates the results of client's damage assessment and fix and thus decides if the action can now be committed. In addition, the action interface has a special exception Hard_Action_Failure that is signalled by the action control if an unrecoverable error has happened (e.g. too many participants have entered the action, etc.) 
Exception Resolution
After all participants have been interrupted, they assess the damage and return the exception value to the global controller. The global controller performs the exception resolution and the result is returned to the local controllers when their RPC calls return (procedure Start_Resolution). As we have explained, the exception ID cannot be passed explicitly between Ada partitions, this is why we introduce an enumeration type Common_Exceptions which includes the names of all action exceptions (this type is declared in remote types package Common). The sequence of steps is as follows:
• Catch any exception in each participant and find the corresponding value of the (global) enumeration type.
• Pass it to the global controller, which then interrupts all participants.
• Assess any local damage and pass any information about the error that they have (note that it may happen that some exceptions that have been raised or are about to be raised have not reached the global controller and may be lost without this step).
• The global controller performs the resolution procedure and returns the val ue of the same exception via RPC to all participants.
• All action participants start error recovery using the same exception.
• There is then a final vote on the outcome of the action -all participants must have successfully recovered from the error for the action to be committed.
Each participant keeps the information about the error locally, so, even if the exception it had been in the process of raising was lost it will be able to inform the global controller about this after the damage assessment stage but before final exception resolution. The global controller collects the information about all errors detected by the action participants and uses the exception resolution tree to condense the different exceptions raised by clients into a single covering exception. This resolution tree includes all action exceptions (potentially including Ada predefined exceptions) and imposes a partial order on them. There are many ways of programming the resolution tree, for example, a decision table. Another approach would be to create the tree dynamically with the action initialised by multiple invocations of a special procedure Insert taking two exception parameters that are used to impose an order on the exceptions.
To prevent exception types being application dependent and thus making the global controller also application dependent, exceptions are transmitted across the network as integers. The user supplied function, Error_Resolver, performs a mapping between Ada exceptions and the type used by the run-time support. With some additional complication a protected parameterised type can be designed which is suitable for programming controllers for any actions. But this is not a simple task because this object essentially depends on them both and for the sake of simplicity we will not discuss this further.
The exception resolution and action exit protocol has several phases that are illustrated in Figure 4 . 
Figure 4: Exit/resolution protocol
The behaviour of the action participant is summarised in Figure 5 . We assume that each action has a failure exception Atomic_Action_Failure that can be signalled by the participants if they are not able to recover the action. All exception handlers can raise this exception (to be propagated to the containing action). Each participant has a special exception handling procedure (the Fix_Damage generic parameter), which is called after the exception resolution; it includes handlers for all action exceptions: This example includes a special handler for exception Universal_Exception which cannot be raised in the main action context but must be programmed in all action participants. Any handler, except this final handler, can raise this exception and its occurrence causes clean-up functions to execute (basically, it assumes that the action recovery is not possible and that the action state has been corrupted and needs restoration [Campbell and Randell, 1986] ). Subsequently, the handler raises the failure exception (which will be signalled to the containing action). This exception is associated with the root of the resolution tree because the root provides procedures to guarantee the 'nothing' effect when failure is signalled to the containing action.
Synchronous and Asynchronous Action Entry
The atomic action model presented above requires that participants synchronise their exit from an action so that raised exceptions can be resolved and a mutual agreement about the fate of the action derived. However, at the start of an action there exists is a choice between participants synchronising prior to executing the application code or whether they should enter asynchronously and only execute synchronise at the application level as and when required. We consider that either case has merit and that this should be optional and decided during action design. The first approach imposes less synchronisation but it is much more difficult to deal with the situations when not all tasks have entered the action but there is already an exception raised. Another problem is that it is more difficult to check complex preconditions on the states on several participants before the action starts (moreover it may be important for some applications not to let any participant execute the action code until preconditions on all participants have been checked).
Our scheme supports both approaches. The choice has to be made either at the design time or during run time and passed to the action controller as a parameter during the action initialisation (the default is asynchronous entry). This function is implemented as a part of global controller procedure Client_Start, which as we explained, should be called by each participant before it starts execution of the application code within action. At this point the global controller either allows participants to continue (for the asynchronous entry) or synchronises all of them. The later can be easily done using an Ada protected type because the controller knows the number of participants. Briefly, a protected object declared inside the controller requeues the entry calls to an entry with a barrier whose condition checks that all participants have invoked procedure Client_Start.
The synchronisation-on-entry protocol can be further broken down depending on whether a potential participant must 'enter' the action and then synchronise with the other participants or vice versa. This choice has implications should a participant want to abort action entry before all participants have arrived (e.g. if a timeout has expired or another action became executable). This is normally not allowed by the action model if the action has already started, but the ability to wait for one of a number of actions to start and then execute the first is clearly desirable. In contrast, the second approach would allow a potential participant to back away from the action without breaking the model since, prior to all participants synchronising, the action had not actually started.
Access to Resources
Atomic actions may need to have exclusive access to external resources (e.g. data files and devices). Our scheme does not include any additional support for this because this is essentially application-dependant. There are two levels of the resource consistency. The first one is at the action level when individual operations on the resource can be executed concurrently by the action participants. The second level is inter-action level on which several actions may want to use the same resources concurrently. Ada 95 provides elaborate features (e.g. protected types) for programming resource controllers which can guarantee consistent access to resources on both levels (although remote access to the protected objects is restricted in Ada 95). With respect to recovery, which is also application-dependant, we consider that this is a responsibility of the participants' handlers to recover resources or to put them into the consistent state if a failure exception is signalled (e.g. to provide the 'all-or-nothing'' semantics).
If there is a need in using external objects with the transactional properties, as it is the case for CA actions [Xu, et al., 1995; Randell, et al., 1997] which attempt to combine atomic actions with transactions, then special support can be implemented. The general rule we are applying is that action participants, as part of action recovery, should recover all these objects; this cannot be done transparently by the underlying support or by the action controller because this is forward error recovery, which is application-specific. The most general way of implementing external objects is by using a ready-made transactional support, which, in particular, returns the transaction identity when the CA action (and corresponding transaction) starts. It is the responsibility of the application code to either abort or commit the corresponding transaction. If there is no exception raised, then one of the participants commits the transaction. If one or more exceptions have been raised and the handlers have succeeded in the action recovery, then one of them commits this transaction. Otherwise, as we have explained, the failure exception is raised again and propagated to the containing action. But before this the corresponding transaction is to be aborted; in particular, handler Universal_Exception always aborts the transaction.
Another, less-general, approach to the implementation of external objects is by using a simplified application-specific control and recovery that can be provided entirely by the action participants themselves. In this case an external object is associated with an action participant and recovered by it (as part of the action recovery) and therefore the handler for Universal_Exception needs to undo all modifications on the external objects associated with the participant. Other handlers should do the same if they are going to signal the failure exception or, if they have recovered the action, they should recover the object state.
Model Variations
The Deserter Problem
A participant can fail to enter the action or to reach the action exit. This is well-know deserter problem [Kim, 1982] . Our scheme can be easily extended to allow actions to detect deserters and recover after this.
We will consider entry and exit desertion separately. The exit desertion happens if a participant (or several of them) fails to complete an action but the other participants have arrived at the exit without exceptions. To cope with this situation, we need some form of time-out. Our solution allows each participant to detect its own desertion: the client template has a time-out, programmed as an asynchronous select statement with delay [Intermetrics, 1995] inside the abortable part of the containing asynchronous select. After the participant timeout has been broken the global controller is informed: it interrupts all action participants and joint recovery starts. Another approach can use the global action controller to watch for the timeout set for the entire action using a task introduced as a part of the controller. This task has a timed entry in its select operator. The time-out is set after all participants have entered the action and constrains the execution time of the entire action. If any participants have not reached the action exit when the timeout expires then the service task interrupts all of them (by remote triggering their asynchronous selects). The global controller may inform participants about this situation by using an additional exception Action_Timeout (handlers for which must then be implemented in all participants).
Entry desertion happens when a participant has not entered the action. The most practical way to detect this is by using synchronous action entry: the approach in Section 5.5 should be modified in the following way. The first arriving process sets a timeout, that says how long it should take for all of them to arrive (and for the action to start). After the entry desertion has been detected the best way is to signal a failure exception to the containing action because this desertion is obviously a sign of its faulty behaviour.
The situation is more difficult for the atomic action scheme with asynchronous entry, in which case the desertion can be detected (mainly by time-outs) either on the application level (by a participant waiting for the co-operation with the deserter), or, on the action exit (by the exit synchronisation). It is realistic to assume that it has to be guaranteed by the application that all participants are inside the action, so, the action support simply triggers the event to interrupts all of them by means of the asynchronous select and so start the recovery.
Grouping Local Participants
Within the scheme described in Section 5, each participant has its own instance of the local controller package. If a number of participants are co-located on the same node this is clearly wasteful of system resources.
The simplest approach is to group participants and to create an instance of Client for each set of work and error handling procedures. This does not, however, gain much -we still require separate instantiations. Instead, it is possible to group participants and only require a single copy of the local controller per node through the following changes:
• Change the local controller package to accept parameters as access types rather than as generic parameters.
• Modify the guard (which acts as the abort trigger for the local controller) to handle more than one caller waiting on the Wait_Abort entry.
• Modify the Abort_Action procedure (currently passed as an access type to the global controller) to only abort the action once however many times it is called. This would enable the local controller to pass a pointer to this procedure for each client and not be concerned were it to be called multiple times during the abort phase.
The changed scheme has the potential to be more efficient (uses fewer system resources) than having multiple local controllers on each node but is only applicable if all members of a group are on the same node/partition. The necessary code changes have not been included in the implementation presented earlier as they introduce complexity without making the model more general.
Multiple Global Action Controllers and Nested Actions
One of the weaknesses of the Ada 95 approaches to distributed sytems is that partitions are not first class language entities. Hence, it is difficult to create more than one instance of a partition without resorting to generic packages. Therefore, in order to allow multiple instances of the Global_Action_Support package it is necessary to make it generic: Nested actions can now be handled with the same mechanisms as that given by Wellings and Burns [Wellings and Burns, 1997] .
Example
We shall illustrate the use of our distributed atomic action model by considering the design of an automated production cell. The original description of this cell [Lewerentz and Lindner, 1995] was intended to compare and contrast the use of different formal methods. As such it has been explored by a large number of research groups, including extensively by the DeVa project [DeVa, 1995] , as well as being used as a more general case study and it is in this role that we will consider it here.
The system is intended as the control application for an industrial production cell designed to manufacture pressed plates from metal blanks. The cell consists of a feed belt upon which blanks enter the system and delivers them onto a rotating table positioned at the end of the belt. After the table has rotated and elevated into the correct position, the blank is then picked up by a robot using one of its arms and placed in a press. When the press is finished, the robot uses a second arm to collect the finished plate and place it on a deposit belt for removal from the system. In the version of the case study described in [Lewerentz and Lindner, 1995] a crane is used to move plates from the deposit belt back to the feed belt so making the system circular. The production cell is illustrated in Figure 6 . In addition this section shows how our atomic actions can be used in an event-driven systems. This involves choosing between different actions depending on the external events. In a distributed system we perform selection as follows: an event originates on one node/partition so a support mechanism should inform all potential participants waiting so that they enter the corresponding action. We use the Ada select mechanism to distinguish between concurrent events -the Ada run-time system will choose one event first and only service the second event after the first action is terminated.
The system has a number of requirements, ranging from safety -no piece of equipment may move to a state where it may cause damage, through liveness -any plate entering the system will eventually exit having been processed to efficiency. A complete solution uses multiple actions but for this example we will concentrate on just part of the solution: the interactions undertaken by the table. This will enable us to explore many of the issues raised in the previous chapter using a simple action and so, hopefully, make for a better example.
These section presents fragments of code that implement one of the actions present in the application code -the interaction between feed belt and Similar code exists for the feedbelt's part in the action but is not presented here due to space constraints. The individual items of equipment within the production cell are modelled by Ada tasks that poll sensors to decide what action to take, namely whether to move to pickup a new plate from the feedbelt or move to deliver a plate to a waiting robot: 1 task body Table;   7 Summary and Conclusion
Evaluation
The distribution facilities provided by Ada 95 are very powerful and have allowed us to designed an atomic action scheme with many of the required properties: separation of the application and system support code, re-usability of the support mechanism, simple templates for the application programmers to follow, etc. No other mainstream language would allow such a simple implementation of atomic actions.
The fact that the distributed scheme does not result in a single package with all proceduresparticipants in its interface is less desirable than our single computer scheme where everything was private and hidden. Consequently, in the distributed scheme everything is open and scattered across the system which may lead to information smuggling and to 'security' violation (e.g. somebody can call controllers from the outside). Generally speaking we cannot prevent these (mainly because atomic actions are not language constructs and therefore cannot be checked for correctness by the compiler) but it is possible to propose mechanisms for alleviating problems, such as:
• Defining conventions for designers/programmers to follow;
• Additional implementation features, e.g. enforce that the controller knows the names of all participants, or, that it returns a capability in the form of an action ID to them when they enter and checks it when they call back On a more positive note, our scheme separates clearly the application code and the supporting code that makes it less error-prone. We have introduced a mechanism for handling exceptions across partitions and do not lose any exceptions, we resolve them and even allow a damage assessment phase to catch any exceptions where the raising was pre-empted by the action abort. The Ada implementation is also efficient in that it minimises the use of heavy weight entities such as tasks (each action has a single task) in favour of lighter-weight Ada constructs such as protected objects and asynchronous select statements. Finally, we have developed a number of reusable components in the form of the global and local controllers.
Future Work
This paper has described the development of an Ada 95 implementation of our distributed scheme. Our future research will concentrate on:
• Improving the decentralised nature of the scheme.
• Implementing a variant of the scheme with distributed BER scheme and some appropriate state restoration facility.
• Improve opportunities for re-use through better object-oriented features (e.g. the use of tagged types).
• Perform a Petri-net analysis to demonstrate correctness of the scheme.
• Explore further variations on the model over and above those discussed in this paper, for example, synchronous and event-driven atomic actions.
